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Feature Article 
 
Purpose:  

To inform, entertain and persuade readers. They are concerned with providing more detail about topical 
events, people or issues in order to extend or summarise public debate. 

  
Audience:  

Depends to a large extent on the publication itself. For example, an article written for The Bulletin 
should be formal and distant in tone whereas an article written for Dolly or Rolling Stone magazine may 
be informal and familiar in tone. It is appropriate for the writer’s personal opinion to be expressed in a 
feature article. 

  
Generic Features 
a. Structure and Organisation 

 
 

x Headline  
o are often somewhat cryptic, encouraging the reader to read on. 
o short and witty statement, play on words or pun. 
o provide an interesting link to the topic of the article, which captures reader’s interest. 

 
x Teaser or Kicker  

o captures the reader’s interest and links to the article’s subject matter and central idea. 
o may use ideas or words from the title. 
o includes your name. 

 
x Introductory or Lead paragraph  

o are often thought provoking. 
o may link to a contemporary event or issue. 
o should provide the context of the article. 
o introduces article’s central idea in greater depth. 

 
x Development / Body 

o Most articles usually build toward their main point gradually. 
o Paragraphs need to provide arguments and evidence to support your central idea. 

x Conclusions  
o Often re-iterate directly, or through example, the main point. 
o May employ rhetorical or real questions. 
o May leave food for thought. 

 
x Text Boxes  

o The main idea or key phrases may be repeated in boxed quotes or as sub-headings throughout 
the article. 

 
x Picture 

o Attracts the reader’s attention. 
o Provides an indication of the article’s subject matter. 
o May deliberately arouse an emotional or intellectual response from the reader. 

  
Generic Features 
b. Language features 

 
 

x Depending on the context, language may be formal and technical or informal, making use of jargon 
and slang 

x First, second or third person may be appropriate depending on your purpose and audience 
x Present tense is used 
x Paragraphs should be short and succinct, a maximum of three sentences 
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EXAMPLE OF A FEATURE ARTICLE 

Move over Meyer 
 
Twilight fans should take another look at their revered heroes.  Fred Bloggs 
suggests other literature has more suitable characters for today’s troubled 
youth desperately in need of resilient, courageous role models. 
 
Mythical creatures and tales of forbidden love have always been popular in 
books and on the big screen. Stephenie Meyer’s Twilight series is living proof. With 
a gross income of over two billion U.S. dollars and 10 million love-struck fans 
across the globe, Meyer has not only become the second female writer to earn 
more than a billion dollars (after J.K Rowling) but has triggered what has now 
become a vampire mania.  
 
But more worthy are heroes of the likes of Will Smith’s character, Robert Neville 
in the film adaptation of Richard Matheson’s I�am�Legend, who show that there’s 
more to being big name characters than just romantic clichés.  
 

“Resilient characters… could be the antidote for the pessimistic 
and dejected attitude in teens” 
 
Robert Neville, a lieutenant and a virologist in I�am�Legend, struggles to keep sane 
in an isolated environment. In 2009, when a drug manufactured to cure cancer 
mutated into a deadly strand of virus killing 90% of the population and turning a 
further 9% into vicious brutes, Robert perseveres to find the miracle cure to 
save the very dark-seers trying to kill him. Though Matheson’s character seems 
to be out of context in our society, he is a timely role model for modern teens 
battling depression and pessimism. 
 
The protagonist of the text seems to share George Bernard Shaw’s philosophy, 
illustrated in his quote: “Life is not meant to be easy my child; but take courage: 
it can be delightful”.  In a sense, Robert Neville shares this common quality of 
courage. Robert takes calculated risks in experimenting with the virus and 
capturing the dark-seers for research. Though exposed to great danger, his 
hope for a cure prompts perseverance in a bleak and hopeless situation.  
 
As a character he is brave and daring enough to face adversities and show 
resilience by overcoming them with ingenious solutions to survive. Robert Neville 
desperately seeks communication with others to maintain his resilience and 
sanity. He repeatedly tries to establish contact with any other survivors and is 
reduced to talking to his dog and human-like but lifeless mannequins. His 
desperation is reflected in his plea: “Please talk back to me….Please”.  
 
Yet through his weak moments we see Robert’s true strength: his ability to 
withstand the isolation and hopelessness his situation brings. His determination 
to keep life seemingly normal is a quality few individuals possess. The figure of a 
hero – Robert Neville (Will Smith) in I�am�Legend shows a sort of resilience which 
seems to have been lost in modern day literature. 
 
Matheson’s protagonist shows extraordinary courage and spirit to fight 
against the adversities his situation presents and salvage what he deems as 
‘delightful’.  
 
His message about resilience of the human spirit is obvious in the portrayal of 
his character and it becomes all the more powerful coming from individuals in 
dismal situations. Yet despite hardships, they choose to persevere, displaying 
more spirit than any of Meyer’s vampires. Let’s be honest, Twilight isn’t a novel 
anyone turns to for inspiration – its characters lack the kind of personality to 
pull them through tough times. 
 
Maybe teens would benefit greatly by diverting some of their attention away 
from the Twilight�heroes and onto such resilient characters as Robert Neville. 
Though not a celebrity in our society, he could be the antidote for the 
pessimistic and dejected attitude in teens for which the global spotlight on 
texts like Twilight could very well be responsible.

Headline provides an interesting 
link to the article. 
 
Teaser captures interest while 
previewing the subject matter of 
the article. 
 
 
Introduction links to 
contemporary society. 
 
 
 
 
 
Introduction of the major idea of 
the article.  Note the short 
paragraphs. 
 
Text boxes draw attention to 
major ideas or quotes from the 
body of the article. 
 
 
Gradual movement towards main 
point. 
 
 
 
 
 
Formal article – third person and 
formal language used 
throughout. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Use of arguments and evidence 
to support main ideas. 
 
 
 
 
Each paragraph introduces a 
new element of the overall 
argument. 
 
 
 
 
 
Major ideas of the article 
summarised in the second last 
paragraph. 
 
 
 
 
 
Conclusion links back to the 
teaser.  Should leave the reader 
with some food for thought. 

 


